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The fearless

mankind’s amazing 
journey to the stars!

the fearful mystery of 
the flying saucers!

   the awesome menace 
of the

and the valiant

presenting



imagination knows no limits!
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The earthlings smile as they walk! 
They are contented with their lot! 
But it will not take long for me to 

open their eyes to their doom!

Laugh, fools, laugh … but 
your laughter will fade when 
my prophecies come true… and 
you find yourselves crushed 

by your doom!

This has gone 
on too long! The 
gloomy one has 
begun to infect 

the people!

Smiles are fading! 
No longer is laughter 

heard!

On his own planet he had been known as the gloomy one… Through all his waking hours, he had thundered the 
details of his morbid visions…
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Either cease and desist your 
gloomy preachings, or your 

punishment shall 
be a severe one!

Buffoons..what are you defending 
by silencing me? Inane joy…

senseless laughter!

I refuse to stop 
speaking out what 
I feel in my heart… 

That we are 
all living in 

the shadow of 
doom! Do what 

you will... 
I refuse!

He is incorrigible!

Where are 
they taking 

me?

Your 
sentence is 

exile to outer 
space!

There you may harangue 
against joy and laughter 

as long you 
want…

He shall 
never 

change!

He leaves us 
no choice!

So he 
had been 
brought 

before the 
highest 

tribunal…
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…But only the rushing 
meteors and the 

lifeless planetoids 
will hear you!

No! No!

I’ve entered the 
gravitational sphere of 

  a planet… I’m being pulled   
    down!

The earthlings 
laugh… but not 

for long!

But they had been merciless! 
They had known him for the 
corrupting menace he was…

But then suddenly…

He had floated in the darkness, 
sobbing and ranting, as the 

centuries had kept inching by 
with insufferable slowness…

He had landed on earth! After using the last few remaining ounces of his 
strength to render himself invisible, he had begun dragging himself along the 
streets, and then the old desire to combat joy and laughter had risen again 
inside of him…
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   If I speak to them in my own form, they will be  
   too fearful to listen! But I have 
    the power to insinuate myself 
    inside one of the 
      earthlings…

The fools... they 
are all smiling! But 
there must be one 
akin to me among 
them… Just one…

I’ve waited too long! I am 
physiologically unsuited to the earth-

habitat as an invisible!

  I..I am weakening! It is 
  no longer a question of 
  finding the right one… 
  anyone must do now 
    if I am not to…

Gasp!

I must choose wisely… I must find one whose 
temperament is akin to mine! For there is no second 

choice… I must remain inside until the end!

But suddenly…
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…I am to be saved! 
There’s one!

• Oh, groan… No!!

Doesn’t that 
laughter get on 
your nerves?

It sure does! Now I know 
why the other barkers 

never lasted more than a 
day on this job!

It took a split-second to insinuate 
himself inside…

And another split-second to fall 
into the deep sleep he needed to 

regain his strength…

And so it was not until the next day that he learned 
what his doom was to be inside the form where he had 

imprisoned himself.. and would have to stay until the end…

That laughter… That hideous laughter… will it ever 
stop? What sort of monster did I choose in the dark?

End!
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golden age origin file #1:
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Young orphan David Nelson II , the son of 
an expert pilot, was raised in a monastery 

after his father’s death. He befriended 
Father Francis and inspired him to design 

a special plane with flapping wings.

The monk secured a loan to build 
a prototype. Sadly, he was killed 
while test-flying it, because its
 fuel lines had been sabotaged.

Davy swore to rebuild 
the craft and fight for 

freedom.

And even more than respect, since his arch-nemesis 
Valkyrie would later become his ally and sweetheart.

Donning a uniform, Davy named 
himself “Airboy” and his new 
plane "Birdie". He helped the 

Allies during World War II and 
soon earned the respect of 

enemy fliers. 
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